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Fox News proclaims Hellgate Lance "full frontal case of liberal buffoonery" 

Jaqueson Parkour 
"God Loving Amurican 

After having targeted tat cat liberal megatanks such as 
NPR and Sesame Street, Fox News has set its sights on a 
haven for slimy liberalism; high school newspapers. "They 
get you when you're young", says conservative sweet heart 
and one time watcher of the Cosby 
Show, Bill 0 Reilly. "These so 
called high school newspapers 
are the worst thing for democ
racy and capitalism since Ronald 
Reagan died. And The Lance is 
the worst of them!" 

· Sarah Palin, hockey mom and Fox 
news friend, was one of the spokes
persons for the movement show
ing the Lance's true colors. "The 
articles in the Lance ..... they're just 
despicable! Slamming Republicans 
and promoting gay rights and con
traception! For Peter's sake, some of 
the writers of these so called articles 
are named after flowers! Probably 
because of all the pots their hippie 
parents were smoking." She dropped her voice and whis
pered, -"By pots, I mean marijuana." 

Others at Fox News took up the call. On Sean Hannity's 
The _Great American Panel the topic was heatedly dis
cussed. Miss America 2008 said, ;;.I .his is just another 
case of JihadObama making God-given America 
into a hotbed for socialists and liberals. Pretty soon 
we're just going to be France! Have you ever been to 
France? They call bread croissants and none of them 
have ever watched a Clint Eastwood movie! It is THE 

WORST!" 
Herman Cain added to the discussion by saying, "Even 

if we don't understand each other, that's not a reason to 
reject each other. There are two sides to any argument. Is 
there one point of view that has all the answers? Give it 
some thought." The table was dumfounded by Cain's ratio
nality and strange breadth of sanity, until they realized he 
was just quoting Pokemon again. 

Thousands of others at fox News 
had opinions to share. Glen Beck 
took a break from detailing his con
spiracy theory that connects Hillary 
Clinton, the sinking of Atlantis, and 
National Treasure 2, to share his 
own view: "What we have here is 
young Americans thinking, 'Oh, 
look at me. I can have opinions 
too.' But can they? I don't know, 
I've never actually had a con
versation with another human 
being. I've just been staring out 
into space and talking my whole 
life, and they only recently put a 
camera in front of me." He went 
on at great length. 

Fox News may be able to smell the stench of liberal 
ducks, but the sleepy community of Mirss-oula, Mon-
tana is completely unaware to the growing threat. "\Vell 
I think it's great for kids to express their opinions!" 
Said an obviously communist mother of two. "If we 
didn't have a dialogue about political views; how would 
our democracy function?" It's simply tragic to see these 
simpletons being BRAINWASHED by the buffoonery these 
tween aged liberals call a newspaper. I believe I quote the 
illustrious Jamaican sprinter Saddam Usain Bolt when I 
say, "They should all be droned". 
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